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450 vote

Low Tomcat at Elections
by Barbara Cullinane

Protesters Blockade
Traffic on

M- 47

held theprotesters to a stand off.
On the morning of May 12, at The. demonstration continued
8:45 A.tfl., traffic on M-45 at more or leas peacefully for
the G.V.S.C. entrance wat another hour. By 11:30 most
brought to a hah by about one
had givea up hope o f
hundred in d e n ts and faculty of
lurking traffic
the cottage. A blockade « u
■ u ra iu a « 3 S ! S ir * y
by
dec to as not tn let
other can by. The perttapsnti
in d u d i n a n h i u
ndbed Traffic
kept on the
More picture* and 'a detaUed
report can be found on page*
Traffic
6 " < Z ____________ _
about the m tenection or sat on time. Police officers at the
the perked can.
were relieved that
The demonstration was held or arrests occurred. There
in protest of the mining of only scattered incidents of
North Vietnamese harbors and hostility between the protesters
bombing of North Vietnamese and
motorists. The entire
territory by American farces. demonstration was carried off
Pres. Nixon had announced the quite smoothly and effectively
mining on tne tsgta o! h a y !0. and as were the actress o f t
A lm o s t
i m m e d i a t e l y , police.
demonstrations and protests
began all across the nation, and
continued through the weekend.
The protest at IM S backed
cars up over a half mile in the
Grand Rapids direction within
minutes. S e a c f the cars were
Protests and raihes
driven by commuting students Pres. Nixon’s handling o f the
coming to their 9 00 classes.
war continued this week in
The blockade was broken up Washington and across the
twenty minutes later by a large country. Many college towns
force from the Ottawa County have been in a state o f near
Sheriffs Department. Also at marshal law as protesters took to
the scene were two campus the streets to express their anger
police officers and the campus and frustration, whfle Nixon
police chief. William Johnson.
to exercise his powers
The deputies and officers moved
Commander in Chief to
with machine-tike precision and
hsoke up the blockade without
the sac o f tear gas and only a
May 2O a c M
protest w fl be held
of bitty dubs. No
Air Force base in

PROTESTS
CONTINUE

Student
and
community
office elections were held an
Monday, May IS. About 10%of
the campus population took
part. This m etes s turnout of
750. The votes were expected to
be tallied by 10:00 the same
evening. They weren’t finished
until two days later, however.
That's because there weren't
enough people to count votes.
At moot there were two students
at a time to count votes, and
that’s if EXOO was lucky to
persuade that many.
Fraternities and sororities
usually take over the elections
by putting up people to run for
the three main offices: President
of EXOO, Vice President of
Campus Life, Vice President for
campus activities.
This
is
probably the only reason that a
majority o f the rotes are cast, in
support of fellow brothers and
Individual students can't
to get it together to
support
their
community
Following are samples o f this
y eg rs
e le c tio n s
battots;
o ffic e s ,

person runs. Traffic Judiciary notice to inspire students to
nominees were write-ins, which support the cause. Perhaps the
means that someone can win truism that it’s a hopeless cause
without knowing that he ran, was further appreciated this
this is a frequent occurrence year.
with GVSC’s elections. Seven
Quite evidently there are no
nominees are required for the red hot political activists on the
A11-Student Senate, one person Grand
Valley campus. To
is hsted and the other six are overtake the entire student
system
would
write-ins.
An
overwhelming government
number of students ran for the involve no great difficulty.
Representive to Community Spending five dollars on heavy
Council posts (there are three to ram psi-niss would
the
be filled and 10 people ran). efforts put forth by the local
William James College had one affiliations. Furthermore, this
position to be filled, the truly inspired political person
College's representive to the could easily dominate his own
Community Conned. Only one government meetings, since few
person ran for this office, any of the elected officials would
other choices were to be attend. Perhaps the question
write-ins. Out of five students involved here is what the hell
running for the. Representative would anyone do with the
at Large to the CAS Senate, four student government at GVSC
students were to be elected. once it belonged to him?
There was also a write-in option
There is no great trick to
for this post.
winning a student election. No
Oat of the two dates of p e a t
majority
is needed,
students running for the three students can and have been
main offioes, one represented elected by a majority of one.
the fraternities and sororities. One student was elected to the
The three opposing
CAS senate with a total count o f
nine votes, they were all
have reportedly been on
write-ins. He was informed by
for about one te n s.

o th e r
th a n
mlam*■

are required for the
board, only

Election Results
EXCO OFFICIALS
C r e a g e r , C a r t e r , C u re y
2 55
M c A rth u r, J o h n s o n , L i t c h f o r d

AT LARGE REP. TO CAS SENATE
190

SENIOR R EP. TO COMflJNITY COUNCIL
T h e re sa Jo h n so n
71
JUNIOR REP. TO COMMUNITY COUNCIL
Pam M i t c h e l l
85
S0PHM0RE R EP. TO COMMUNITY COUNCIL
J o sh A u s tin
63
AT I,«.p.C? TO COMMUNITY COUNCIL
N a n cy G a n f i e l d
228
K ry s ta l M ille r
181
WJC REP. TO CO tfU N ITY COUNCIL
J o n a th a n S c h o tte
32

TJC REP. TO C0WCWITY COUNCIL
e l e c t in f a l l
CAS REP. TO
Vi llie

a.u

94

F.

ALL COLLEGE JUDICIARY
Doug Ereon
170
TRAFFIC JUDICIARY
Johnathan S c h o tte
Stow e Conic
12

28

S .A .

215
207

N ancy G a f f ie ld
2 75
W illia m S e n n e t t
237
M ark P e a r s o n
211
Joanne G rre sz a c k
194
SENIOR REP, TO CAS SENATE
Bob E r i c k s o n
2
Don S c h s u c k a l
2
J o h n D o m b ro v s k i
2
JU N IOR REP. TO CAS SENATE
S t e v e G ry z a n
S 0 PHM0RE REP. TO CAS SENATE
Ann M a r ie W is n ie w s k i

NEWSPAPER BOARD
Bobi Tipsword
250
Johnat han S c h o tte 23
Bob E rick so n
8
RADIO STATION BOARD
Jonathan S c h o tte
24
L a rry l
27
ALL

Joanne G rezesza ck
J .B . S c h o tte
21
Boh E rick son
10
D al G la ss
10
f a n c y G a f f ie ld
7
Mike Brogan
5
Jim S p a r str a 4
4

200
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LETTERStotbeEDITOR
Amaranthus *972:
Ruck Runs Amuck

To the Editor,
I would like to make a tew about personal experiences and
comments on a Grand Valley emotions (twelve of them in the
tw o
editions
of
Community phenomenon that past
came to pa vs when the Spring A maranthus) which have little or
L72 edition of Amaranthus no meaning to the typical
arrived at the bookstore The member of the Grand Valley
However
the
phenomenon was the fact that Community.
the Community displayed little experiences must be understood
by Mr Lane or they would not
in te r e s t
in
p u rc h a sin g
Amaranthus I bought a copy in be printed Mr Lane is a large
spite of the fact that the cashier part of that narrow segment
mentioned.
Mr.
asked me if I attended Grand previously
appears
to
use
Valley Naturally this aroused Greinke
my curiosity so I immediately A maranthus as an experimental
sought a sheltered place and vehicle. In his “ 14 Sonnets,” Mr.
Greinke
uses
the
same,
began to peruse the book.
Alter careful reading
I monotonous fourteen lines to
write fourteen different poems.
n o tic e d
tw o
d o m in an t
characteristics of the book. One Thus it becomes transparently
was that
the
book
was patent that Mr. Lane will print
domineered by a ruck of three. whichever of Mr. Greinke’s
These three people’s works poems that Mr. Greinke wants
covered
thirty-seven
of him to.
The Spring edition is no
sixty-four
pages or about
fifty-eight per cent of the book’s isolated example either. The
content. The other characteristic Winter edition of Amaranthus
was
that
Amaranthus
is was also dominated by this same
ohviousiy aimed at appealing to iriueni of scriveners. Two of the
an extremely narrow segment of three short stories printed were
the Grand Valley Community the editor’s! As I understand it,
and o f the reading public in Amaranthus is subsidized by the
general. This narrow segment Grand Valley Community. With
appears to be other poets and the preceding observations in
writers, in particular the poets consideration, I put forth then
and
writers
(editor)
of the following question: Why is
A maranthus.
this trident allowed to extend
It is with these observations itself (for its own personal gain)
in mind that I began to make a in an orientation that the
fewinquiries
-into
the Community has no interest in?
—
~:£ 'bT «>tv w v k . i
i
sunmn trie tenoutng
talced w ith a Mr. L E. Greinke solution for consideration. The
who was one of the ruck whose trident’s prongs should be
works dominated in the book. chopped off considerably and
Through Greinke (a former reshaped as to orientation and
Grand Valley undergraduate and content. Of a b*rb or two cnuM
self-proclaimed originator of be
eliminated
with
no
Am aranthus), l reimbursed my deleterious effect. Amaranthus
original opinion. By his own could
then
become
an
admission,
Amaranthus
no innovation, one that would
longer attem pts to appeal to the appeal to the general Grand
Grand Valley Community as it V aiiey
Community.
Then
did originally. Rather now it perhaps the cashier at the
seeks out a national audience bookstore won’t ask, “ Do you
(the poets and writer* previously go to Grand Valley?*’ but rather,
mentioned). According to Mr. “Yes, this is the vernal edition of
O s s f e , nvmuv m . L is t (editor our A maranthus. “
of Amaranthus and second of
A Concerned Pedant,
the ruck) is “getting to be
Victor Hugo Mastaglio
nationally known." Mr. Greinke
did not say if it was favorably or
If
unfavorably, but that is not the
point. An editor by definition
docs not print his short stories
or poems, but rather expresses
h is
opinions
and
does
Scored People
preparatory work of his book.
Thus a question comes to mind
whether Mr. Lane is using Dear Sir:
Amaranthus at a vehicle to
As a member of the
project himself nationwide.
Community Council who voted
A few remarks are also in against pets being allowed in
under concerning Mr. Greinke GVSC building*. AND. despite
and Barbara Robbins, (the last th e
allegations
of
the
o f th e nick). Barbara Robbins k LANTHORN, a “dog lover,” I
o f the Univenity of wish to take lame with the
L A N T H O R N ’S
c a te g o ric

Been,Atopies &

assumption that not wanting
animals in the school buildings
makes one an “animal hater." In
trying to determine what the
consensus of opinion was in this
regard, an informal poll was
taken amongst the faculty and
staff of most of the buildings
h ere.
T he
overwhelming
sentiment was against having
pets in the buildings. The
reasons given were, dogs made
messes, caused allergies, had
fleas, scared some people and
interrupted classes
I believe people have a right
to determine whether or not to
have dogs or cats. etc. in their
own homes (our family generally
had a dog) hut when it affects
the rights and well-being of
others in a public place, this
should be considered. -This was
discussed
fully
at
the
Community Council and voted
on accordingly.
Mary Te Paste

Once More
With Feeling:
Exorbitant
Parking Fees

Mr. Heuer’s proposal.
Much as we hate the thought
of suffering the constraints
which result from membership
in a car pool, we hate even more
the thought of the ultimate
consequences it our society does
not succeed in curbing its habits
of reckless plundering and
prodigal
consumption
of
resources. An individual, acting
alone, feels that his actions are
so insignificant that they are not
worth
the
trouble
and
inconvenience. On the other
hand, if the entire GVSC
community adopted regulations
along
the
general
lines
recommended by Mr. Heuer, the
savings of resources would he by
no means insignificant, and we
would place ourselves in the
front ranks o« muav who <uc
sufficiently concerned about the
environment to be willing to
take significant action, even at
the
cost
of
considerable
inconvenience. And, as Mr.
Heuer points out, this would
greatly increase the GVSC sense
of community
A. V. Martin
Wilbur Walkoe
CAS Department
of Mathematics

Seniors Denied
To the Editor:
The
parking
regulations
proposed by Earl Heuer (see
Letter* to the Editor. The
Q firn W K ’WSr'B?
the kind of regulations which are
needed. The central aspect of u s
proposal is that parking fees be
levied at the entrance to the
parking lots on a sliding scale as
follows:
Driver only .•.................... $ 1.00
Driver and
passenger...........................$0.50
More ..................................... Free
This kind of arrangement would
undoubtedly result in a great
re d u c tio n
in
highw ay
c o n g e s tio n ,
in
gasoline
consumption, and in the spoilage
of land to make parking lots.
If
Mr. Heuer’* specific
proposal prove* too difficult to
implement immediately, we urge
that it be accented k a
long-range goal apd that at least
some immediate step be taken in
the
right
direction.
An
extremely simple seep would be
to replace parking stickers by a
form o f parking lee receipt
which would transfer easily from
one car to another, to increase
the fee per vehicle, and to
provide all faculty, staff, and
students with a directory of
ial cn
:ed meeting Places ns in

EXCO Voting
fVivileoes
On
Monday,
being
a
consciencious voter, I went to
the Commons to vote for ExCo
officials and various other
student elected positions. I
waited in line, patiently waiting
my turn. When I finally reached
the girl at the table, she asked,
“Which cla»?” “ I’m a Senior,” 1
replied. I was then told that 1
could not vote. No reason given,
just if you’re a senior you can’t
vote. I tried to explain that
att hough i was a senior, I would
be back Fall term. Still, no vote,
i was thoroughly exasperated.
After a
little checking
around, 1 found out that last
year. Seniors were allowed to
vote. But why they couldn’t
vote this year, eves if they were
coming back next fall, was never
explained. Am I to be denied the
right to vote just bemuse I
didn't graduate or because it is
felt that all seniors won’t be
back next year thus don’t
deserve a vote in next year’s
official elections? But, I am
back and I do feel I
a voice o r vote hi some

‘Moneysworth
Defended By
Satisfied Rstran
Dear Sir:
Wi t h
regard
to
“ Moneysworth" (4/20/72), we
asked for a refund as per their
o ffe r
to
refund
your
subscription price if you didn't
save 15% as a result of their
advice.
iney came through
which confirmed the bona fide
nature of the offer. Whereupon,
we renewed our subscription as
we disagree with your analysis
and fee! it has some value.
Patrick MacVicar-Whelan
Professor C.A.S.

Pooh s Corner
Pooped Out
To the Editor
Not so long ago, Pooh’s
Corner announced that it was
going to be open from 10-4
every day. Included in Pooh’s
Comer was the Wanton Woman,
music, ping pong, and a place to
talk or study.
But, either due to the lack of
closeness
to
campus,
the
building is set back off the
w ay w
go between classes, or the tack
of Mudvm interest, or more
.likely, the combination of both,
Pooh’s Corner is now going to
fold.
It was doubtful, in the
beginning, that it was going to
be a success. The Wanton
Woman had some customers
occasionally, but the college
crowd was not beating a path to
their door.
Pooh’s Corner is a quiet,
oomfortable place to study.
There are plenty of rooms
upstairs and down that provide
ample room for studying or
talcing. Music is provided by
either the radio or the record
player contained in the. consol
system. If the music wasn’t
good, the TV could be turned
on.
But whatever Pooh * Comer
had to offer, the students didn't
seem to want or need. So, now,
the students will have to do
without the services o f Pooh’s
Comer. Lack of student support
lm prompted the coHepe to use
the facilities for the new Day
Care Center that will open this
fall. Maybe the name wifi be
to 'W innie th e Pooh’s

pat* three

FREE LOVE
by Kathie Stucky, Chuck Hershberger, Larry Sherman
Free love. That's the ultimate in love. Actually what is
free tot*? Is it free sex with "no strings attached?” Or the
free giving of one's whole self? In a sense it's both. Let's
explore these two aspects o f love.
The first kind is often called eros - physical love. There
is no denying in«I this can be pleasurable. Sex »* often
referred to as "beautiful” and the Bible clearly teaches it
as a gift o f God. If it is truly a gift for us from God, why
are so many people hung up, messed up and confused
about it? Why is there an over abundance o f R and X rated
movies and what makes people buy toothpaste that
promises sex apoeal? There is an obvious over-emphasis on
the physical abilities o f man. Why? It’s a quick way to gain
a no-strings attached relationship. This is what people
mean by freedom, no strings. But are there really? To see
if there’s strings or not - where would they be strung?
People dig free sex relationships because they can cut it off
•nyiiiiiC they want. There’s no responsibility. just
enjoyment, just satisfaction of basic desires. Something
happens and the relationship braks; it’s over, and that’s
that. But is it? What about guilt feelings, jealousy or the
feeling that you have been rejected - not only as a body,
but as a whole man or woman. No strings attached, huh?
Free love???
However we do believe that there can be no strings
attached. How? lust watch a child grow. When he is very
young and is hurt, he cries and runs away. During
adolescence he learns that he has to start dealing with the
situation - which entails lots o f suffering. Supposedly
when he reaches maturity he knows how to deal with the
situation and the suffering doesn’t do him in as much.
Why 'srould somebody want to suffer? That isn’t very
free. If there isn't any responsibility - there is no freedom.
Responsibility makes us free to succeed in the relationship.
The kind o f free love most people talk about is the run
to gc through z ic teeerc* This rsvwiw that there will be
suffering.
Egotistical KlVC* mCvSTi t allow for communication
between the people. There is no communication when you
are just listening to yourself. But vesponsibflity is not only
listening to the tribe? person, but :! i« acting unnn what
you hear.
Being sensitive to that other person is giving them
exactly what they need; saying yes at times and saying no
at times. But here we have to sacrifice and here comes
more suffering! Love and suffering don’t exclude each
other, they condition one another. Free love means
responsibility.
God freely loves us. Do you want to know why?
Because He not only suffered for us —Ke died for us! And
if that does not entail responsibility; nothing does. God
felt such a great responsibility for us that he wanted us to
be happy and enjoy life fully. How does He do this? First
of all He gave us 2 code to live by. Supposedly if we lived
by this we would be living the way He wants us to live. So
here God’s not only expressing His love by showing us how
to live - communication - but He loved us so much that
Be wanted us to know that * e could not fulfill the law.
He’s Showed us how to live - and He has showed us how
we can’t do it by ourselves. When we accept that Jesus
died for us - we start living.
Jesus said to His disciples, "I am in my Father, and you
in Me, and I in you” (John 14:20). This is perfect love perfect communication - and it is freely given!!? To
Experience free love is to freely accept His love.

SP trO K lH C r TO W V f OH T*UJtr

selection of foods that would be
available and the assurance that'

through its incubation stage.
Last month the rent for the
co-op bulding was paid by an
anonymous donation. Different
people offer tneii
io do
such errands as pick up supplies
or purchase needed necessities; a
bee farmer in the area has
offered the c o o p a reduced
price on honey if someone from
the co-op will help him extract it
from the hive.
The active members at the
New Food Co-op are now trying
to decide whether or not to keep
the 00-op on a small scale
operations or join the Michigan
Federations of Co-ops. The
advantage of joining the MFC is
centered around the wider

by t e a Schepers

o f tbs MFC
all <
the United
States from
to obtain
certified organic foods. (The
majority of the foods that the
New Food Co-op sells are
purchased on a limited basis
from Life Line Restaurant in
Grand Rapids, and there's no
way o f being sure that the foods
are 100% organically grown.)
While I was in the store, a
customer purchased the last
pound of cheddar cheese that
the store had in stock. The co-op
purchased this cheese from a
MFC truck driver, who was in
Ann Arbor from Madison,
Wisconsin. It is opportunities
like this that the co-op wants to
capitalize on. Beginning this
summer, the co-op will be selling
fresh green vegetables grown in
the area bv <

i s you begin to slow down
prepare to turn into the
bumpy parking lot, there is that
first visual impression of 1 small
bleak-looking chicken coop that
is overdue for a paint job. But
that initial drab appearance is
overtaken by the 19th century
general store atmosphere that
prevails inside.
The first thing to catch my
eye when I walked in was a
blackboard listing such unsung
delights as Carob powder (a
chocolate replacement), wheat
berries, alfalfa, tumkinada sugar,
pinto beans, sun flower seeds,
and mung beans <a bean that
customers sprout and then cook
or fry).
According to store operators,
Timothy and Jennifer Ripstra,
there is a general understanding
among most of the customers to
bring thetr own containers,
The LANTHORH is the student newspaper of Grand
which usuaRy consists of used
shopping b aft and emffty jetty \Volley State College. The opinions expressed m the
me solely those o f the staff or of signed
jars. The empty contains were
first waged on a scale that hangs
xtributors. All correspondence or ■notary should be
from the ceiling in the center o f
so LANTHORK i7LSH. GVSC.
che store. The store keeper then
EDITOR Paul Johnston
•coops the quantity o f p a h
nuts, or seeds that the custom
ASSISTANT EDITOR: Barbara Cuflmanc
desires, from one o f the m i
BUSINESS MANAGER: John Strothers
tic b elt containers that are
PRODUCTION MANAGER:
around the store.
j
OFFICE
STAFF: V«
Located across the street
PHOTOGRAPHER:
from the Attendak Refonue
Church, the New Food Co-op I ARTIST: Rick
has
m u ch
of
th « | ISPORTS: Rack Ned, KB MBs
so d

!CAMPUS ACTIVITIES: C J Csarnk
CONTRIBUTORS: Jeff
origiu al
l » . 0M
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UNDERFOOT MATERIAL STUDIED
By Bnm U diirid
It was an informative day for
both student and teacher. AD
classes were held outside, and
the subject materials were those
that can be found underfoot.
The teachm were twelve
Biology Club members who
volunteered to inform 127 fifth
and sixth graders from wood
Side Elementary School. The
classroom was White River
Campground. The idea o f this all
day session was to introduce the
young students to a forest
oommunity.
In the morning session,
various areas of the campground
were staked out, and the
students were told to look
around and see what they would
generaUy ignore. There were five
of these stations, in different
■ m e o f the forest ranting from
a seemingly dead field to a very
active river edge. The students life in the woods, from plant life
were shown the various forms o f to animal life.
The afternoon session o f the
class was a closer examination of
some of the specimens that
could be seen in these woods.
The Biology Club herpitologist
brought some cold blooded
animals. These fascinated the
s tu d e n ts
g re a tly .
Some
casualties of the highways were
also brought, which included
various birds and mammals.
There was also a demonstration
o f camping equipment. By the
river, there was a showing of
water life. For the benefit o f a
student’s art project, an area was
set aside for the fifth and six
graders to draw their impressions
of the day. With a little
U iU iitiis w iw i,

[ m

The oolie— hs* also donated
blecchers and some sound
equipment for the show.
There is only one judge for
this Horse Show and he is Mr.

Invitations

the
w B be put ia
the staff and
the
newspaper
and
will be given
o f Grand VaBey
on
radio,
it
m
hoped
that them
very hdpfhl. Time
efforts will reach many people
and produce many contestants.
to help nuke this hone
Admission to the Horse Show
s
Fret.
It is only the coatetiaaas
The whole idea, wrtudmg the
who
pay.
An entry fee o f either
cMb, » the brainchild o f Jerry
S
I
j
QQ
for
the !4 sad under
Hehon. Jerry n * worked km
group
or
Si.SO
for the IS asd
Grand VaBey for 10 yean and
over
p
o
o
p
will
be charged.
has hoped for eevcral years to
Registration
will
not
be held
start
something
Nke the
llorseman’s Club oa campus. until the day o f the show. These
Jerry, when asked why he will be 21 different dames some
wanted to set ep this chd>, said o f which indude Western
Bareback,
Barrel
“It is due to asy long time
Key
Hole.
a hones. I grew up
they are a part of
s Js
3 and w2S be
lerry doossT ttoM say
n this d a b . but
or
re. h » hoped

TAKE OUT A
su m m er ra te s !
ONE YEA R LEA SE
PAYABLE IN ADVANCE
AND
5 w eeks 995
10 weeks #180
G ET 3 MONTHS
SAUK IN GOB SiCLOSH) POOL
everyday at no extra
charge.

AT PRACTICALLY
NO

COST

L iv e and stu d y in
AIR-CONDITIONED

RENT NOW
FOR NEXT

FALL

5 1 0 0 D E P O S IT r e f m d tA
b a t v a c a te d
la M f ille d

that the Hone

w i be

i i

to

22

is north

i u

as s judge ia the
rodeo and horse show circuit.
Ms tin e as a
he’s
a cowboy artist,
a school
and he

that of M a n and hope to bring
to Grand VaBey.

out by the du
locdlaoa o f the
and w en o f she
The tem porary^

of

CAMPUS VIEW

AT GRAND VALLEY
by If a r £ Arnold
On June 3, Grand Valley will
be the setting o f the Gist annual
Open H one Show. This show h
by_the Grand Valley
** u a b an conjunction
with Student Activities.
I k s horse show g e n from
several w ritings, n o t oady by the
Grand V aley d u b but with
orsemao’s chsbs in
The 22 students in the

B

aOiuv

young students came up with
very good drawings.
The day went very well, both
students and teachers learned
mucti from each other.
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S t u den tsln itia te
P u b lic In te r e s t
R e se a rc h G rou p
by ftu l L. Mitchell

Petitioners were out nti
campus last week in an attempt
to collect the signatures of 50%
o f the student body. The
purpose o f the petitions was to
solicit enough support to form a
focal unit of P1RGIM (Public
Interest Research Group in
Michigan). Taken from their
petition statement the aims of
PIRGIM are these:

-T h e purpose of PIRGIM
shall be to articulate and pursue
through
the
media,
the
institutions of government, the
courts and other Sega! meaiw, ihc
concerns o f students on issues of
general public interest.
-These areas will include
consum er
p ro te c tio n ,
environmental preservation, race
and sex discrimination, and the
role and function of private and
puoiic institutions in the lives of
the average citizen.

Lack of Interest is Causa

Council’s Meeting
Cancelled
Last Frid ay's meeting of the
C om m unity
Council
was
cancelled because of a lack o f a
quorum. In fact, with only four
voting members attending, the
audience
outnumbered
the
representatives.
Pvmm idm m t

S aul

H a y cm

w »m

e x p la in s
his
recent
acceptance of “ Mid-West
Coordinator of the Re-elect
Richard Nixon Campaign of
1972 “
III. We resolve that this forum
advocates the election of a
candidate who wit; bring
about the end of the
destruction of Vietnam,
who will institute an all
volunteer army, will reduce
D e fen se
D e p a rtm e n t
expenditures by $30 billion
and
remove
unneeded
tro o p s
from
Western
Europe

lIM
tK
lM
#
«<
>
/\l>
nir
obliged to call a special meeting
tc set upon the resolutions
passed by the moratorium forum
of May 4. According to the
C o u n c il’s
c h a r te r .
th e
representative group must review
the resolutions of the forum
tv

u iiin

m u

n w n a .

i u u a )

is u t t

-PIRGIM
s h a ll
non-partisan, non-profit
student controlled.

be
and

The unit will be financed by
sn assessed student fee of $3 per
year (SI per term). The fee will
be refunded to any student who
does not wish to participate.
The LANTHORN called on
the PIRGIM office in Lake
Huron Hall last week and talked

Mark Rubin

Child Care Planned

to the office manager Sue
Kazma. On the types of
businesses PIRGIM plans to
monitor she said “We will be
taking action against unfair
practices in businesses both large
and small, but our actions wili
be based primarily on the
number of people affected by
these unfair practices."
The student funds will be
used to hire lawyers to staff the
Legal Department. Any lawyer
joining the group will have to be
a dedicated individual because
an average PIRGIM salary will
only amount to about $9,500
per annum. The Head lawyer
will receive about $13,500. “ For
most
young
lawyers, this
amounts to a salary drop of
around
$10,000“' said one

MROIM

On the question o f courses of
aciiuii open to the group Sue
replied “We have several means
available, the last neing me
courts. We will use public
education ol iioii-icgai piCuiiic
on the offender whenever we
can." She added however,
“PIRGIM can take violators to
court and we will if it’s
important enough." Recognizing
the possibility of there being a
misunderstanding arising out of
the $3 fee the PIRGIM members
were quick to point out that the
refunds will be easy to obtain.
The group on campus grew
out of a Thomas Jefferson
College class on consumerism
but the several state groups
began 4 years ago in Oregon

last day of the two week period
and the council will be meeting
In light of Nixon’s recent
at
three o'clock
in
223
mining
of Haipong Harbor and
Commons.
Grand
Valley
students’ blockade
The meeting today should be
of
M-45
last
Friday,
the voting
of
particular interest. The
on
these
resolutions
will show
resolutions before the council
iiow
well
our
representatives
are:
I. Be it resolyed that the reflect student and national
interest.
GVSC
community
condemns the failure of
Other items before the
President Nixon to keep his
Council
include changes in the
campaign promises to end
S
tu
d
e
n
t
Activities
Grant
American involvement in
Account.
The
changes
include
when Ralph N adcf, recognizing a
the Vietnam War, and in
the
deletion
of
the
financial
need
for focal units to lend
particular, condemns his
need
criterion
in
determining
the
support
tc and sssc the burden
w ish in g of the northern
eligibility
of
students
for
grants.
on
his
national organization,
part of
Vietnam and
Also
a
revision
of
the
planted
the
seed tor a local
iw escalation o f the War.
membership
on
the
Student
consumer
organization
among
II. Be It r a o M that the
A
c
tiv
itie
s
F
ee
B
u
d
g
et
students
in
that
state.
Many
GVSC comamoitv invite
Committee
will
be
Matas
now
have
the
g
o
tn
s
and
Covercor W fif e WSSm
TNI
revision
will
In
to GVSC during the a n t
a
child
died
few weeks to discuss with m
from eating kad-hased paint
reflect • great autonoi
o
f
the
chips,
the local group was able
the Ninon foreign poBcy,
to
put
tlwough
a law burning the
the ‘ no
asks of laid baaed paints in that

The Grand Valley State
Colleges will have an on campus
child care facility next fall, but
the man in charge of the project
is not at all sure that it will be
successful*1I.
Mark Rubin, Coordinator of
A uxiliary
Activities,
was
instructed by the President last
month to begin work to set up a
day-care center in the Crew
House. Rubin told the iMnthorn,
however, that while the College
has committed itself to the idea
of a day care center on campus,
a decision has been made not to
provide any funds for the
project.
Rubin said that the college
planned
to
provide space.

Charges for the use of the
center have not been established
yet. There is some possibility
that it will be operated as a
co-operative venture between
the participants, and in this case,
there would probably be no fee
or at least a very small one.
Rubin suggested, however, that
such a center would suffer from
a lack of direction and would
become, at best, a baby-sitting
operation. He said he hopes
instead to be able to hire a
director even if it means that the
center may be forced to charge a
higher fee.
Rubin
said
that
other
day-care centers in Michigan
often charge as much ms twenty

the center, but thdj the'pratent
piwu call for a com pletely
volunteer staff. He expressed a

plOvably t c able to get by with
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rent.
Lack of space might well be
another problem for the center.
Fire regulations prohibit the use
of the second floor of the Crew
House for the center, and the
State Dept, of Social Services
has told Rubin that the first
floor is only large enough to
accomodate fifteen children at a
time. However, because of the
anticipated shortage of space
throughout the CainpUS, it ia
unlikely that any other facilities
will be available for the day-care
center for some time.

program

This year, the graduating
seniors of GVSC were given a
voice
h
plane ing
their
c o m m e n ce m e n t
p rogram ,
a questionnaire, which
i oat to floaw 400

W72\

Anal grades have been
poked; E.) The ceremony will
be held on Saturday, June 10,
1972 at 11:00 a.m. at th e FiaM
House; aad F.) A complimentary
breakfast wffl be a w e d hi the
o a the m a n ia s o f
Jaae 10th a t S:IS
a.m.
Fallowing the breakfast, a
rehearsal w fl he hekd in the
Field Hoorn a t 9:30 a.m. aad
after the catemoa y there w ilb e
a (Sceptics to which everyone is
ir no diploma
fee,

to d n k e
and to
o f their
aril contain a
letter
from
Lubbers. The diploma
the formal tmaacript will be
a week o r two later

would

a somewhat lower fee than that

tu u lu

survive without a paid director.
Money to pay a director could
be raised either by charging a fee
for use of the center, or by
asking the administration to
provide
a relatively small
amount of money to pay a
temporary director. Rubin said
that, although
the second
alternative would require a
change in the College’s policy
toward the day care facility, it
siiii might be possible. He said
that he hoped the college would
be able to provide some funds at
least for the fall term.
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WAR HALTS

by Ed Hoofterp
Nixon bombed Hanoi. 500
GVSC students signed petitions
asking the college to protest.
Community Council, instead,
called a forum to discuss the
iasue. Nixon mined the harbors.
The College called for a moment
of silence at noon. The students
still wanted to protest. The
College, instead, had a rally to
discuss the issue . . . Finally, last
Friday, the students stopped
asking
the
College.
They
protested. The following is an
account of the protest and the
events that led up to it.
On April 28, the Community
Council received S3S signatures
asking that the college engage in
protest against the war on May
4. The Council passed a
resolution saying that it was
“against continuation of the
Indochina war” but ruled that
the college could not speak with
a collective voice against the war
because differences o f opinions
do exist. Instead, it decided to
sponsor Educational forums and
workshops about the issues
surrounding the war and to ask
instructors
to
suspend or
reconstitute their classes.
Things went on pretty much
as usual on May 4. Few classes
were suspended or reconstituted.
Five students attended the

workshops. For the Community yean."
The Blockade began at 8:45
Forum, about
ISO Pf°P
gathered in front of the library A.M. Friday, May 12. Several
to hear Vice-president Ken cars were stalled in the middle of
M-4S, and within a few minutes,
Venderbush and Wayne St at
cars were backed up for maybe
U n iv ersity
P ro f Heneshoff condemn the war. half a mile to the east of the
Perhaps three dozen stayed Blockade, and for a few hundred
around to discuss anti-war feet to the west. A crowd of
resolutions. They unanimously about 50 students gathered on
passed
re s o lu tio n s
that the middle o f the intersection,
condemned the war. supported talking, laughing and waiting for
any presidential candidate who the police to come. They didn’t
favored immediate withdrawal, have to wait very long.
The Campus Cops arrived
and asked that the Flag be flown
at half-staff on campus until almost immediately after the
Gov. Milliken came to explain road was blocked, but they
his support for Pres. Nixon ana made no attempt to break up
his war policies. The forum the protest. Instead, they called
defeated a resolution that askew the County Police who showed
the college to donate $5,000 to up at about 9:15 in force - 7
the Weathermen faction of the cars with 20 cops in riot gear
SDS in consideration of then and half a dozer, photographers.
Campus Security Chief Bill
anti-war efforts.
Campus
Anti-War
forces Johnson got the loudspeaker and
attempted to organize some kind said that the protest had gone on
of symbolic protest almost every long enough and that the crowd
day in the week following the should clear the street and allow
May 4 “ Action.” This was a time the traffic to move. “ You’ve
of mounting frustration in the made your point,” he said "Now
peace movement as escalation let’s all go home.” Johnson then
continued in Inco-China and the informed the demonstrators that
voices of dissent were apparently “the officers are going to clear
ignored
by
the
Nixon the street.”
Administration.
None of the protesters
Another Campus rally was offered any kind of physical
held on May 11 with about 200 resistance as the officers moved
students
attending.
Several with machine-like efficiency to
faculty members spoke st the “ clear the street." The crowd
rally and all agreed that the war contented itself with directing
was bad.
some rather mild verbal abuse at
A student asked “What good the “ pigs,” and moved back to
does it do to come to these the curbs. The “stalled” cars in
rallies?” One of the speakers said the intersection magically came
that it probably didn’t do much to life and were driven away.
good at all if everyone iust sat The police guarded the crowd as
on the grass and listened to th e
traffic
jam
slowly
speeches. Another speaker said disappeared.
that it was very important on a
A man was standing by the
human
level
to
express line of police cars, taking
opposition to ine war. No one pictures of the crowd with »
suggested that the President video tape machine. Someone
would heed such protests, or asked him who he was taking
that
they
would
speed pictures for. He said he was from
withdrawal of American troops. “The Press." Some of the
claimed
to
It was during this period that demonstrators
recognize
him
as
an
FBI
agent,
Activists developed a plan for a
“spontaneous” display o f civil and started to hassle him,
disobedience. The plan called for standing in front of his lens and
a blockade of M-45 at the jostling him. The police came
entrance to the college to over and ordered the students
protest the Nixon Blockade of away from him. Later we
North Viet Nam.
approached the man, identified
“ Because we ignored the ourselves as Lanthorn reporters
regular college channels and and asked him if he would tell us
concentrated on action rather who he was. He turned away and
than education,” one participant wouldn’t an«w*r. One of the
toia
the
Lanthorn,
“the police photographers took our
blockade was GVSC’* first picture. Then the cops told us to
effective ait-war protest in two get on the curb. The man with
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the video tape stayed in the
street. A later check indicated
that he was in fact working for
the F.B.I.
A man approached the
demonstrators and began wildly
berating
them
for
their
opposition to the war, calling
them, “ cowards,” and “ a bunch
of girls." One o f the students
showed the man what he said
were
shrapnel
scars
from
Vietnam on nis legs. Someone
asked the man why he didn’t go
to Vietnam and fight if he
believed in the war. The man
said his nephew went to
Vietnam and *i'm proud of
him.”
The students continued to
argue with, and heckle the man
in the driveway of the Texaco
Station on the corner. The
station manager came out and
told them to move so his
customers could get in. “We’re
protesting the war,” he was told.
He said that was all right, but
don’t block the driveway. “ If
you believe in the war,” he was
asked, why don’t you go over
there and fight.” “ I did,” he
said. “Why don’t you go again?”
the student asked. The police
cleared the driveway.
When the situation was
secured, the County police
marched bade to their cars and
drove off. Chief Johnson told
the crowd that “ the officers
aren’t going very far, and they’ll
be back if we need them ."
With the County Cops gone,
some of the demonstrators
began disrupting traffic by
walking slowly back and forth
across the highway, under the
watchful eyes of the Campus
Police. The Campus cops were
not carrying guns or nightsticks,
and throughout most of the
demonstration they restricted
their activities to directing
traffic.
The students walking in the
street succeeded in stopping a
large truck. As soon as the truck
stopped, a small crowd gathered
in front so it couldn’t move.
Someone asked the driver what
he thought about the war. ” 1
think it’s great,” he said, with a
big grin. Someone asked why he
stopped. “ I’m not in any hurry”
he said.
The Campus Cbps told the
trucker to move. He inched
forward a little, ihsr. stopped
and told the officers “I can’t

move unless you get those
people away from the truck.
0"*“ o f the ccpr went to call
the Sheriff again. The other one
stayed by the truck and joked
with the demonstrators.
A battered pick up u u u
entered the intersection from
the
west.
One
of
the
demonstrators kicked the fender
of the truck and asked the driver
to stop. The pickup screeched to
a halt. The driver, big as a gorilla
and madder than hell, jumped
out of the cab and began chasing
the student around the truck.
The Campus Copt came running
over to prevent violence. The
irate trucker shouted a few
threats (and an obscenity or
two) at the demonstrator, and
then drove away. Later, we were
told that the driver and the
student knew each other.
The County Police returned.
The group of demonstrators
blocking the street waited
nervously. Newsmen scrambled
for the best positions on the
curb. The police approached the
students in the same professional
manner as before - moving in
s ki r mi s h
lin e s ,
faces
expressionless, nightsticks held
in front with both hands.
There was only minimal
resistance as the street was
cleared. The police used their
sticks to push and prod the
demonstrators who moved too
slowly. No one was injured. No
one was arrested. Bert Price, the
Assistant to the Vice President
for Student Affairs was in the
street, apparently trying to calm
the situation. One o r the
deputies nudged him wiih his
stick. “Get on the curb,” said
the policeman.
“ I’m a college official,’’ said
Price.
“0 " the curb.” said the
policeman.
The

s tr e e t

w as

d c a ic u

vy

about 10:15 A M. Chief Johnson
announced that anyone else who
disrupted traffic would be
arrested. The students and the
police began a waiting game.
The students lounged on the
curb, laughing and talking
among themselves. The police
steed st attention in a line about
three feet in front of the
students. These positions were
held for over an hour.
The Lanthorn asked Chief
Johnson f o r a statement. He said
he didn’t have anything against

the demonstration, but “ I have
to keep this street open. Thai's
my responsibility."
V ic e
P re sid e n t
Ken
Venderhush came over to talk to
Johnson. Johnson told him that
the waiting might go on for a
long time, but that the only
alternative was to precipitate
some arrests. Venderhush said
that nobody wanted that to
happen.
While the “ pigs” and the
“ hippie freaks” stared at each
other across the curb, the
Lanthorn began asking people
for their reaction to the
demonstration.
On e
demonstrator told us t hat he w u
finally satisfied that he had
taken some positive action
against the war. Another said
that the blockade was a success
because it had “ made some
people uncomfortable about the
war.” A student told us that it
was a “ nice day to get out in the
sun.” A college administrator
laughed and said that he missed
his coffee break because of the
demonstration.
About eleven o ’clock the
gathering started to break up. A
few o f the police left, then a few
of the students left, then some
more o f the police left. By noon
there were only a handful cf
students still on the corner, and
two policeman sitting in their
cruiser watching. The corner was
«mpty before one o'clock. In
one day, the college had been
treated
to • exercises
in
blockading, and in de-escalation.
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NEW

POETRY

BOOK REVIEWED BY C.A .S. PROFESSOR
By Dennis Kennedy
Speech Acts and Happenings By
Robert Vas' Dias. Bobhs-Mcrrill,
106 pp. $4.95 hardcover. $2.45
paper.

poem and wnat ine poem is
ostensibly about: see “ Recycling
Poem,” or this from "Dump
Poem”:

by bit to the land, composting
the country, I’ll he
America before I’m thru.

It seems to me that the part
of the volume that Is least
This poem is to be thrown out
successful is the section entitltcd
sprinkled with kerosene
"Some Space Poems." With a
set afire so you can hear its juices few exceptions (notably "July
sizzling and its light bulbs popping: 2| |9 6 9 ..) , he space
do
What is the job of poetry? No bulldozed, buried, used for fill
not succeed
because their
one should be content with a
method
the
imagery,
simple answer, bu» for me above Poetry, like thinking, is not a reference, metaphoric existence
all the poem must be a way -of life, but part of life, no - is not part of their felt life.
transference
and
a more separate from the rest of The space reference exists in
transformation. A transference: living than anyone's drinking or them but not as part of them;
an accurate conveyance of the sleeping; it “goes well with ham sometimes it is not accurate (in
By Jeff Brown
thing experienced (felt, thought, & swiss/on a hard roll with the sense of my first paragraph),
sensed) as act to the thing mustard and draft beer on/a sometimes seems present for the
Flash Cadilac and Daddy Cool didn’t do reel well here. experienced as language. A Saturday afternoon"; it is to be sake
of the reference itself, its
for
it
is "that
The audience reaction was enthusiastic, but after the show transformation: a legitimized savored,
terminology
or its borrowed
! c.®n ta«tp ”
from
the instsHCw/of
the comments of the people were not greatly enthusiastic. m etam orphosis
scientific
robes,
but not the the
One thinks
of Wallace
There was a great deal of variation on which of the two perceived reality of the world to Stevens’ "The greatest poverty is poem’s sake.
the perceptive reality of the
I mention this because it
bands was the best, and it ended in a tie, both were only word. But this distinction not to live/ |n n physical world."
points
up why many of the
average.
between doing and speaking is For Vas Dias, states of mind and other poems do work. There are
There will be a big Blues Concert on Saturday May 20 not completely valid, for states of feeling derive from the a number of very funny love-sex
specificity of the immediate, and
at noon, in the Lake Huron Hall Field. There will be no utterance is itself an act, and the his work is successful as it poems that succeed, like the
admission charge. The concert has been in the planning poem must therefore be expands from the physical thoroughly
delightful
"Ars
considered simultaneously as an
world. One of the best poems in Amatoria” (which Vas Dias
stages for a couple of months and the arrangements for object and an action.
reads extremely well), or the
talent have netted some very big people in the field of
Robert Vas Dias is a tutor at the volume, "What Happened,”
Chinese
impersonality of "Male
Thomas Jefferson College. Some is a paradigm of this: it takes the
Blues.
and
Female
Nudes
at
reality of the situation and
Otis Rush, from South Chicago and his band will be of his new poems can be implies outward. Devastated Conundrum,” or the completely
playing their version of the Blues. They are well known to considered speech happenings, America, landscape and spirit, is un-Oriental Suo "Nights in the
but mostly they are speech acts.
blues followers, and are expected to be the big draw of the As such they transfer and felt in an instant of eminent Gardens of New Jersey.” "No
a
minor
car ideas but in things,” Williams
concert. Johnny Young and is South Side Blues Band will transform to a remarkable physicality:
insisted. In the best of Speech
also be there, with some more very excellent electric blues. degree; sense (for example) the accident, the poet sealed inside, Acts
and Happenings it is the
speechless, thinking of dragons;
Johnny Young plays the guitar and mandolin as well as opening lines of the first piece, he hears the “ crunched glass situation, sensate and emotive,
sings. His style of the Blues ties closer to the old 30’s blues “The Poem Itself in Relation to under/boot,” and feels the that counts. The language is a
ihe Standard of Living":
people from the south. Bucka White will be the headliner
"great sadness" of our necessary function of the reality of the
thing, and abstractions are
in the folk blues section. Foik biues ties to the origination
trust in machines that must, valueless
There is no doubt
without
specific,
eventually, break down. But unpretentious, often ballsey
of blues in this country. Salomone, Bookbinder, Mann,
the standard of living
along with the sadness goes what thimr*
b M n c th e w a v
andL.tfie ,Ws*UtKV Stteftt .Shiek* will .also fill in their
it is, the sewers o f New York arc may be the chief characteristic
excellent performances in the area of Blues.
of the book, a whimsical Later my way is crossed by
the richest in the world .
G.V.S.C. is holding a b a n d a rra y on Friday, May 19, that
p la y fu ln e ss.
an
honest squirrel / in the rearview tnirroj
will include clinics for various instruments at 4: is and a
acceptance, even at times a k»ve I see I’ve flattened him, there
concert from 8:00 p.m. til! 10:00 p.m. in the field house. An awareness of the poem as for all the shit and senselessness is a connection
is
common
in of our civilization because of the between annihilation and liberation.
The featured artist will be James F. Burke, from the Conn artifact
contemporary
poetry;
what
is transforming power of the act of
instrument company. Mr. Burke is an instrumental soloist
as in "Camping thru Lor purely chauvinistic reasons
on the cornet. There will be six clincians. three band valuable and perhaps unusual speech,
America":
this book deserves the attention
here
is
the
nature
of
the
adjudicators and an M.C. There will be also six performing
of everyone at Grand Valley.
transformations achieved, the
bands including the G.V.S.C. band. The entire program often whimsical relationships
Sitting in the privy
But it will get the attention of
iooks like it will be good for either musician or listener. found between the making of a now, 1 feel myself returning bit many more.'

CONCERTS
MUSIC

G.V.S.C. students will be admitted free, upon showing I.D.
There’s a couple new albums out that sound good.
J ackscn Browne (with the single Doctor My Eyes) has an
alhum called Saturate Before Using, with David Crosy
singing harmony (Graham Nash is not cn the album). !t
sounds sort of folkish, with some nice quiet
instrumentation. He sounds like he could have been the
fifth in the group with Crosby, Stills etc. The Nash and
Crosby album is also very good. Better in fact than
anything they have ever do solo. They compliment each
other in harmony as well as instrumentations.
Just one last note. Try this musical experiment.
Remember that silence is music. There is no silence for a
living being because o f the sound o f the heart, and the
blood. But try and imagine, stop every action, listen to
your heart, to your bleed. New imagine that your heart
and Mood have become totally mandible. This is the anisic
of deaths the music Mr. Nixon is aukiag ia North Vietaam

by « h | ab boms, a musk he any have aB o f as create
very B oon, at a result o f has actions. Cm yon hew the
rauSk o f that silence, can you feel it?

VSC To Host
Bandarray

by C. J. Czamflc

On May 19th the Grand
Valley Concert Band will host
the annual Bandarray program,
with a concert highlighted by
•olo cornetist James Buike. Mr.
Burke is a member of the
Goldman Band in New York
City.
James Burke ia
one o f the
in America, in fact,
sanction "Cnrnhral o f Venice" it
eo
in

the

US.

Oboes and tamo mm - 102 the conemt. v f l be hdd
t at 8:00 p.m. m
Manitou
the 1
■strong Theatre.
Clarinets - 123 Maratou
is no adinimioa charge to
Saxophones - 156 Fine Alts
1 Valley students with
Building
at IJ>. Adimemjen for other
Percumaon —Field house
Braes Instruments - 140 Fine area students is S 1 J » . and
Arts Building
i S I.50. Tickets can be
•ad at the bookstore or ct
To
o f Bandarray.
IQT,

CODY... INTO THE OZONE
By Jeff Brown

adjusted my hearing down to
normal and listened to some
After • alight welt, as a result comments from people around
of the sound company being me. Moat foBcs thought that
late, the crowd began to pour Angel was O.K. for a warm-up
into the field house for the band, but didn't get eapecially
Commander Cody oonoert. The excited about anything else.
usual before concert games of After two short announcements
frisby's and candy throwing, and about some lost birth control
the small audience began to pills, the fifteen minute break
settle down. The admissions which was about twenty-five
showed
1200
people
in minutes long was over and the
attendance. The stage was announcer said. *T think we've
cluttered
with some small waited about long enough, here’s
Marshall and Fender amps and a Commander Cody and the Lost
whole lot of mikes, hooked to Planet Airmen.”
The Airmen kicked off the
the large P.A. system.
event
with a nice short little
The warm-up band started at
instrumental
to warm up on.
about 8:15 p.m. The band called
The
leads
were
taken first by the
Guardian Angel is from Detroit.
fiddle
of
Andy
Stein, and then
Some people around me made
the
steel
pedal
lead of Bobby
comment to the name Rationah
Black.
The
two
played
excellent
on one of the old amps. Further
country
down
home
bursts,
that
investigation found that the
had
an
immediate
warming
band
was
indeed.
the
X-naiiuHiU, now Csrdisr. Ange!. affect on the audience. Lost m
The instrumentation was lead the Ozone was the second
guitar, rhythm guitar, base number and the audience went
guitar, drums, and a steel wild, a'sereamin and a'hollerin as
the Airmen started to soar. The
guitar . . . with no pedal.
third
number was a nice little bit
The steel player leaned over
a
rock
’n roll. Coming up fourth
to the mike and announced,
was
What’s
the Matter Now
“ Here’s a number by Johnny
which
is
introduced
on the
Taylor, called Hi-Jack Lover.”
album
(Lost
in
the
Ozone)
as a
The number popped off in its
song
io
drink
beer
by.
The
next
rock style was fair, and the steel
guitar was not at all audible. The couple of songs were more good
next number came about the country. These songs were the
same, this time with the added first couple of songs for all the
help of harmonica. Let’s Work truck drivers in the audience.
Togetherl'followed this, the steel The next song after Truck Stop
player switching to guitar and Rock, was Scenic Cruisd, which
playing rhythm. The fourth tunc is again from the Lost in the
L.P.
And, another
was one by the rhythm player, Ozone
favorite
song.
Family Bible
he wrote and sang it. After the
which
was
brung
to ya by John
nine songs were finished, it was
Tichy.
obvious that the band was not
The songs seemed to vary
good. It was at best O.K., the
hard rook did at least loosen the widely to both ends of the Cody
know why this son is on the top
head. The singing was fair, but specialty areas. Country, and
ten, it’s just about some car
race”
After
those
words
couldn’t get over the volume of Boogie. The performance of all
Commander broke into'Hot Rod
the guitars. The steel piayer numbers on both scales, was
continued to bounce from beyond most other bands, in
the two sty**® Lincoln, snd the sustence was
instrument to instrument, and ettner ot
on it’s feet, either dancin', or
sing most all the leads. The last represented.
screaming,
but Cody got a lot of
Beat We Daddy Eight To The
coupid songs were a bad attempt
reaction
with
this tune. Cody
at soul, which was all in all the Bar, was a featured number with
sang
a
couple
more tunes and
way most
of the
music Commander himself holding the
then
once
again
turned the mice
attempted turned out - bad. keys. The mellow sound of the over to Billy C., who did some
The lead player, who didn't sing, Boogie Woogie piano filled the soul stuff, and more boogie. The
didn't smile, but just played field house, and afterward, the numbers that ended the planned
good leads moving himself very first standing ovation came from show
were
Tutti
Fruitti,
little, was the peak perform in the audience.
originally
by
Little
Richard,
and
The next number was a real
Gardian Angel.
Jail
House
Rock
"by
Elm
.
These
An announcement came that tear joker. A alow country bluet two songs were wild, and
D4H81* —
— —^
there would be a fifteen minute
only Bill Kirchen the lead guitar everybody was up and yelling,
player. A song about a lonely screamining or doing something.
man, on a Saturday night, who The whole show followed this
lost everything, his home was same pattern o f wild, audience
m
fiuti£ic;S >
reapoaeea a d and he lost hit reipoasc,
executed
music
from
Cody.
woman, but the w ont of all, he
The
show
wasn’t
over yet,
had the down to Seeds And
Cody
and
the
Airmen
left the
Stems Again blues.
stage
but
returned
to
thunderous
Bobby Black did another
number called the Steel Guitar applause to do Ida Hey Hey,* and
Rag, and the audience flipped again they had to return, and
out again. Another truck drivin finish it off with Blue Sude
song, and then some fine Boogie Shoes, which moved everybody.
•ung by Billy C. Farlow, who The shew was probably the best
| played an unamplified acoustic this year, fated up there with
guitar all night, and sang some Shi NaNa.
The crowd wanted more, but
| good numbers.

cupping the lights came or., the
audience went home, and the
show , that
had
been
a
nine-minute peak performance,
was over.
The execution of good
country music bears with ii the
in te rla c in g
of
different
instruments, using ortninal, ad
lib passages, to compliment aO
the musicians’ efforts, and tie
them together into an integrated
whole. When this is achieved to a
high extent the band is great,
when ft isn't the band is vary
poor. Commander Cody and his
Lost Planet Airmen without any
doubt
achieved
th e
high
perfection o f good country licks
here on Friday.
The ssscy b o s o f good
Bought, holda a responsibility

m
<repeating) fashsor
Cody and the Ai
ach iev ed
this
in
then
performance here. They wanned
up the audience, and left a
c o m fo rta b le
fe e lin g
of
e x c n m iiy ,
r. tunic,
floating over the crowd.
Cody told me he would realty
like to th in k everybody who
came to the concert. He, and the
other guys seemed to be very
happy about the reaction they
hid received here. Buffalo
that th e audience
real nice and that he would
*•> cosss bade some time I
Cody the same, and he
mid that they would rwafly Uke
to come back « a m , he referred
to the fact that they are well
every time they oome

MEW CONCERT POLICY
PUT INTO EFFECT
A new policy concerning
alcoholic beverages and rock
concerts was put into effect at
the recent Commander Cody
performance held here. Police
officers, in accordance with a
state law prohibiting possession
of
alcoholic beverages on
campus except in designated
confiscated any beer or
being brought into the
lot
of alcoholic
I to show their

poboe

officers

at the
complaints had
after other
concerts about th e drinking of
beer and wine. Apparently
drinking students had not been
careful in either disposing of
their empties or taking care o f
their fulls The result was broken
glam, spilled beer, and a large
maintenance
p r o b le m .
According to the officers, ess
had to work overtune to dean
the floors after th e last concert.
from the glass.
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Veterans Mob Lansing O n G .I. Bill
by Ken Sc he per*
|«M week Tuesday. veteran*
from a* far north a* Michigan
Tech and a* far *mrth a* Wayne
Slate converged on the date
capitol to voice their opinion*
about the proposed Michigan
Ti l. Bill A roint hearing of the
Veteran** Affair* Committee
from the Senate and the House
was scheduled to meet ami
discus* the House Bill No nOnft,

which would allow lor payment
of veteran* tuition and book*
However, when the oontemgent
of over 100 veteran* converged
on the capitol building at 10:00
pm ., it wat learned that over
half of the member* responsible
for this bill (rtting out of
committee were not even in
town.
What the joint Veteran**

Affairs Committee was planning
to do. was to ask the House of
Representatives Committee on
Veterans' Affairs to take the
Michigan G.l. Bill (which ha*
already been passed by the
Senate! out of committee and
allow the members of the House
of Representatives to at least
vole on the bill. After the House
of Representatives votes on the

bi!i ami if it i* passed, the
proposal goes to the voter* and
they (you and II decide whether
or not veterans gel a financial
thank you.
The hearing last Tuenlay
accomplished three things: (II
Veterans from around the slate
had the opportunity to express
themselves to an aborted but
still
official
subcommittee

dealing with the Michigan G.l.
Bill; (2) It was entered into the
House record (hat the AFL-CIO
supports House Bill No. 6068
(3) The Michigan Association of
College Veterans announced that
on May 23 they would return to
the House Chambers and ask if
House Bill No. 6068 had been at
least voted on. And if it has not
been voted on. demonstrations
will be needed.
In a press conference held
after the hearings, the Michigan
Association of College Veteran*
(MACV) told newsmen that they
will be calling up and writing to
their respective representatives
in the House. The purpose of
this is to have as many
representatives
as
possible
contact the member* of the
House Committee on Veterans'
Affairs, and have House Bill No.
6068 brought out of committee
and voted on.
Before leaving the capitol
building, this veteran/reporter
visited representative Melvin
D e S tig te r
(Rep.
Ottawa
V U U H iy F,

« n u

-3
H
V
U
V

u iS C U

Bill No. 6068. Representative
DeStigter was mostly concerned
about the economic hassle*
involved in the 100 million
dollar Michigan G.l. Bill, but
added that "you can always find
money for things that you
need."
With a beer party sponsored
by the S tro h 's Brewery people
and May 23 set as the date that
the veterans would return in
large number* to see some action
taken, the veterans headed back
to their respective colleges and
universities.
Friday, May 26
Video Tape Mtg
274 LMH
Community Council Ml*.
223/4 Commons
Devils Disciple
118 FAB

8:15

8 pm
8-12

10-2 am

8-1 i

10:30-11:45
608:30

9 -|0
2-9
6-7:30

Saturday. May 20
Devils Disciple
118 FAB
"Alfred Hitchcock Festival"
132 LHH
EXCO Committee Mtg.
Field house
May Day Dance
GT Room
TIC Systematic Chance Event
123 Man

8:15
9-12 mid.

10:30-11:45
4:45-7
6-8:30

Sunday, May 2i
Sunday wcnisip
GT Room
F o* Mass
GT Room
Monday. May 22
Video Tape Mtg.
274 LMH
Workshop with Sam Keen
Scadmaa
Lutheran Stadet: Group
224 Commons

34 m
7: J0-1I
7 :3 0 9

*f<»t»«nr|j»y May 77
Devils Disciple
II8FAB
Dance
GT Room

M*

1-3
3-4:30
7-10

3-5:30
7:30-10
6-1 am

Tuesday. May 30
Video Tape Mtg.
274 LMH
Student Life Mtg.
YcBow Jacket
Sigma Alpha Theta
210 Mack.
Wednesday. May 31
SJk. Budgrt Fee
249 LMH
GV Vetca n s Club
249 LMH
Eng. CM> Film
132 LHH
Mmi Conceit
226i

7-10
249 LMH
0-9:30

m

S W1WII1 Mil lining

gghlWJMU

tihwu*

$170 for tbs throe
C al 89S-664S for more
For Sale: Boy’s bicycle for
a le - cheap. Phone 895-4510.

Sunday, May 28
Sunday Worship Service
GT Room
Eckenkai Campus Society
220 Mack.
Folk Mass
GT Room

MEMORIAL DAY

12-1:30
1-3 -

Wanted: Male to sublet an
ueiinw ii from June IS to
September
IS.
It
is
tfewcoadittoMd tad includes use

For Sate: Three !964 Vans
(old U S. Mail Trucks); ideal for
camping. Excellent buys. Mus^
sell as soon as possible. Contact
Jeff at ext. 697.

Monday, May 29

8-9:30
Tuesday, May 23
Video Tape Mtg
374 LMH
Modem UR Mtg
274 LMH
OeOjSapM flH
249 LMH
Unity Oteb Mtg.
213 Mack.

CLASSIFIEDS

I

Apartment for Rent this
Summer. June IS • Sept. 15.
Campus
View Apts.
Rent
mcludes air conditioning and use
of the swimming pool. Will
probably be 3 other people wun
you
in
the
bedroom
apafiiircin. $55 a
nth. Cal!
895-4510.
Stereo For Sate: AM-FM
multiplex receiver with 8 track
player in one unit. Abo BSR
turntable with dustcover and
foodies. CaB 895-6549 after S
P-aa.
For
Sale:
Harpskhords.
reasonable prices and custom
specifications. Short waiting
periods. Write: Keith HM. 71 84th Street. Byron Ccnie<~,
49315.
for Sale: 35
reflex
nth 55
m m T a k n a a rU I
Abo light
205
fit

S
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Baseball Team
Unpredictable
Eubanks:
Leads Sprinters
Gram! Valley’s track team
Invitational Relays held in
was handed a mild setback at the
Elmhurst, Illinois
NAlA District 23 Track and
The University of Wisconsin
Field Championships.
at
Milwaukee
won
the
The Lakers, one o f the
Invitational with 83 points on
pre-meet
favorites,
finished
the strength of their field events
third. 13 points behind surprise
showing. They took 1-2 in the
winner Aquinas College. Aquinas
shot put and discus. 1-3 in the
finished with 74 points, Alma
javelin, and first in the long and
was second with 70. G.V. had
triple jumps. The Lakers had 4M
6 l, followed by Hillsdale 51,
for second place, followed by
Spring Arbor 42, and Ferris with
Southern Illinois University at
39.
Edwardsville with 45. University
Tom ('air ied Aquinas with
of
Chicago
39.
Loyola
three first place finishes in the
University 20, Ferris 15. Lewis
shot
p u t,
discus.
and
College 9, DePaul University
hammerthrow. The rest of the with 6 and Marquette University
team could only manage two with 6.
more victories.
Bob Kubanks was the best of
For Grand
Valley, Bob
the sprinters. He won 100 yard
Eubanks again stands out, as he dash in 9.9 and set a school
won both the 100 and 220 yard
record o! 21.3 in winning the
uasnes. The 220 win was by less 220. The time of 21.3 in the 220
than one tenth of a second over has qualified Bob for the
ian Red path of Hillsdale. The
Nationals in Billings, Montana
other two first place wins went on May 31 and June 1-2.
Eubanks also ran the last leg of
to Gary Frankfurter in the 440
yard intermediate hurdles, and the winning 440 yard relay
the 440 yard relay team of team; John Fix, Dennis Harris,
Dennis Harris, Dave Black, John and Dave Black ran the first
three legs.
Fix, and Eubanks.
Finishing second for the
Rick Cooley took second in
Lakers were John Fix in the both the high jump and the pole
Long jum , Rick Cooley in the vault, losing both just b e c a u s e h e
high jump, Dennis Harris in the had more misses. Rick went 6*2
400 satsensedlsie hurdles, and
in the high jump, and 13-6 in the
Gary Frankfurter in the 120 pole vault.
yard high hurdles. Dave Black
Other high finishers for the
finished third in the 440, Dean Lakers were John Fix, with a
Breeat was third in the milt, and fourth in the 100 yard dash,
Nick Chorney alio came in third third in the 220; and third in the
in the pole vault.
long jump. Dennis Harris took
Even though the Lakers failed third
in
the
intermediate
to win, they are one of the hurdles, and fourth in the long
strongest small college track jump. Dean Todd was third in
teams in the state, and Coach the high jump and fourth in the
Clinger deserves a lot of credit discus with a school record of
! ! ? ’-*”. Nick Chorney and
for their success.
Lance Morey were 4-5 in the
pole vault.
It proved to be a fine trip for
This past Saturday Coach
Clinger's track team finished a Grand Valley and Bob Eubanks
surprising second at the 38th who deserves a!! the credit he
annual
Elmhurst
College gets.

Golfers 7th In
District Meet
Oa May 8th, Grand Valley’s
golf team placed a disappointing
seventh in the NAIA District 23
Championships held at Alma.
The Lakers, 4-8 on the
season, had great difficulties
with the par 72 Pine River Golf
Course. The ooM and windy
didn’t seem to help
Detroit College o f
and Aquinas College tied at 323.
but fast place was awarded to
Detroit College o f Business
became of their lower Sth man
score. Third was Saginaw Valley
with 32n. followed by Ferris
State GoBege 331. Afana 33$,
Spriag Arbor 346. Grand Valley
347, Lawrence Tech 35 S,
H ibdale 356. and Lake Superior
at 362.
The Lakers got a 79 from
Mark Bishop, which placed has
thud on the All-NAIA D m net
23 team. Others o a the
AB-NALA team were Larry Roy
of Detroit CoBegr o f

first,
Rick
Broomham
of
Aquinas was second, Mike
Glover o f Alma, fourth, and
Mike Kernicki o f Aquinas, fifth.
• • <* •
The following day was a
different story for the Lakers as
they came up with a dual meet
victory over a strong Saginaw
Valley team, that raised the
Lakers’ record to 5-8.
The score was tied ai 322
through the first four golfers,
but Grand Valley’s fifth man
Kurt Lundgren shot an 85, three
strokes better than Saginaw
Valley’s fifth man.
Mark Bishop shot a one ovci
par 73 on the Grand Haven
Country Club Course, the lowest
round of the year by a Laker.
John Gage, back after a two
week
layoff,
and
Steve
Lruchtmann shot 82’s and Scott
Hoover pitt bed in with an 83.
It was a fine improvement
over the previous day’s NAIA
ring for the Lakers.

On May 5th, Jhc lakers hats
were booming, but the best they
could do was gain a split with
Alma, winning the first game
with no trouble 11-3. but
dropping the second 6-4.
Grand Valley had 22 hits in
the
doubleheader
including
seven by Ron Velthouse. but the
split lett them at 6-10 for the
year
In the first game the lakers
overcame a 3-1 Alma lead with 3
runs m the third, fourth and
seventh innings Velthouse had a
home run. double, and two
singles to lead the way. Mike
Pojeski helped out with a
double, a triple ami 3 RBI’s.
Dan Fischer with 5-1/3
innings of shutout relief work
gained the victory for Grand
Valley.
the way.
The second game was a
Pitcher Jim Skiera helped
different story as John Lake
himself out in the second game
gave up eight hits and four runs
by scoring three runs Whitfield
in picking up the win for Alma.
had two more hits and also
Two of the four runs came in
scored three times. Terry Coady
the fifth on three straight erTors
added three hits, and Mike
by Alma
Kovachczich had four RBI’s,
Alma got four runs in the
three on a bases loaded triple.
third with a bases-loaded triple
Grand Valley scored on
by Ted Creevy being the big
Sonny Atkinson’s first home nrn
blow.
of the year, and on a fielder’s
choice.
On Tuesday, May 9, Grand
Valley’s baseball team made the
Last Friday and Saturday, the
record books but not their own.
Lakers
split
a
pair
of
The Lakers dropped a pair to
Ferris State College 7-0 and 8-2, doubleheadcrs. Against Hope,
Grand Valley dropped the
which were Ferris’ I Ith and
12th straight wins, a school opener 7-4, but came back to
take the nightcap 7-3. The
record.
following day against Oakland,
In
the
opener,
Tom
Fiiszykowski held the Lakers Grand Valley again lost the
scoreless on just five hits. Ferris open, this time by a score of 6-S,
but won th* rain shortened
•o o ra d ml> o f lk * ir r u n s in tit*
first four innings, with two second game 4-2.
Grand Valley scored three
singles by Tom Whitfield leading

runs in both the third and fourth
innings to gain the split with
Hope. Ron Velthouse's two-run,
inside-thc-park homer was the
big bfow for the Lakers
Save Sadler got the win with
relief help from Boh Conser.
In the first game a home run
by Mike Pojeski was wasted, as
Tom Fritz and Wes Wilhclmsen
combined to pick up the win for
llope.
On Saturday, Oakland won
the opener 6-5 with a one-out
triple by Sandy Heavenrich in
the seventh.
Bob Mason took the loss for
Grand Valley. Frank Waskelis
had two hits including a solo
home run.
In the nightcap, Mike Pojeski
and Dick Lincoln each had two
hits and two RBI’s, helping
Grand Valley to a five inning
r a in sh o rten * * ! w in .

£

’ Jeff Gilieapte got the w li,
giving up just four hits.

Metiers Win Three
On May 2, Grand Valley’s
tennis team defeated Spring
Arbor College S-i ai Aquinas
College’s indoor courts.
The only defeat came from
Rick Byloma who was defeated
by Dave Preisler in a pro set.
Dave Smith also played a pro set
against Rob Erb who was
defeated 8-2. Tom Arisman,
Gary Adams, Mark Adams, and
Steve Mooney all defeated their
opponents to make up an almost
perfect showing in the singles.
in the doubles Grand Valley
proved to be just as superior as
in the singles with all three
matches in favor of G.V.
On May S Grand Valley’s
tennis team took a trip over to
Oakland University in Rochester
in order to anihilate Oakland,
9-0.
The singles proved to be
disastrous for Oakland with the
Lakers defeating their opponents
in the first two sets with little
difficulty.
In the doubles the story
stayed
the
same,
making
Oakland hide their heads in
shame, with complete defeat.
In
both
games. Grand
Valley's tennis team proved to
be in excellent shape and style
and the teams they played were
no
m atch
H a rm
ou r
superiority.
Grand
Valley’s
tennis team seems to have
learned the secret in crushing
other teams' spirits and their
overall showing is up to a 6-3
On May I I . Grand Valley’s

matches in order to really bumb
College and proceeded to
out
Hilladalc. Crisman, Bylsma
eliminate our hospitality by
had
a
rough time in the first set
defeating Hillsdale 8-1.
7-6
but
when it came to the
Grand Valley's only loss came
second
set,
emotions must have
from Tom Crisman who was
set
in
on
Hillsdale
men to end
defeated by John Scott 4*6, 6-2,
the
match
with
an
easy 6-2.
and 6-4. Rick Bylsma, Gary
Auams,
Adams
and
Mooney,
Adams, Mark Adams, Steve
DeMull
both
eased
through
their
Mooney, and Ross DeMull all
t
matches.
defeated their opponents in the
Ai the end of the day when
first two sets. The scores ail
Hillsdale
had to take their
varied but Hillsdale opponents
joyous
trip
back home. Coach
never reached a score higher
Sharphcra
could
say good-bye
than 6-3.
with
a
smile
and
open
arms and
In doubles. Grand Valley’s
then
turn
his
head
and
laugh,
tennis team also showed iirair
welcome mat by taking all three
work.

Crew Team
Heads Upstream
On May 6th. the crew team Thomas was third at 6 :2 1.
traveled to Minneapolis to take
The junior varsity race was
part in the Univenity o f won by St. Thomas in 6:20,
Minnesota invitational held on with Minnesota second at 6:22.
and Grand Valley third at 6:24.
the Mississippi River.
Coach Paul Springer says hi
For the first time this season,
the races were staged upstream thinks “ it would have been a
ra th e r
ihan
the
usual different story had we gone
downstream where the rowers downriver. We just couldn’t
have the current with them. The handle the current and the head
distance was shorter, only 1,700 wind."
meters rather than the usual
Spring also said the site was
2j000 meters.
In the varsity-eight race. ideal for viewing the races.
Minnesota woo with a time of “There must have been more
6:11. The Lakers were only four than SjOOO people lining the
high banks along the rarer."
.

Yes s t u d e n t s , to p rep are f o r our f i n a l i s s u e , th e IANTHORN i s h o ld in g i t s seco n d annual
c o lo r in g c o n t e s t .
S ee what you can do w ith th e e x c i t i n g p i c t u r e a b o v e . Winner w i l l b e
c h o se n by th e b e s t lo o k in g p i c t u r e and a b i l i t y t o s t a y in th e l i n e s . Not o n ly w i l l th e
w in n er g e t h i s o r h er p ic t u r e in th e f i n a l fun i s s u e o f th e LANTHORN, b u t he o r sh e w i l l
g e t a c a s e o f c o c a - c o l a . C o n te s t open to f a c u l t y and s t u d e n t s a t GVSC and a l s o t o our
v a s t a u d ie n c e o f r e a d e r s . B rin g your e n t r y down to th e U R U U o f f i c e , 17 LSH, i f y o u
can f in d i t , by May 2 6 ,

